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 With ISR data, what you get out depends 
significantly on what you put in!
◦ ...so be aware of what that is.....

 When you choose your experiment you start 
constraining your science
◦ frequencies, 
◦ coding, 
◦ pointing/ scanning,
◦ resolution



 Analysing the data implies more constraints
◦ Integration times
◦ Range/altitude resolution
◦ Non-thermal spectra
◦ Satellites, space debris, clutter
◦ Fit ambiguities and covariance
◦ Systematic errors due to (possibly) incorrect assumptions
 Modelled compositions
 Collision frequencies
 Iteration limits
 Convergence criteria

◦ Random errors

 The danger is not to realise that these effects exist!



 This talk is partly about some of the problems 
that can happen with your experiment, data 
integration and fitting.

 This talk is mainly to get you thinking about the 
physical meaning of the results, especially for 
high latitude radars.

 Even if you’ve designed a perfect experiment and 
done a perfect analysis, the interpretation is not 
necessarily simple....
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Other examples: satellites, meteor echoes, heater effects, other non-thermals..
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 How can we tell whether we are observing a 
latitude-dependent process or an altitude-
dependent process?

 We can use our knowledge of atmospheric 
physics to determine which kind of variation 
is the more likely.

 Sometimes this is easy, because certain 
parameters do not change with height.
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In substorm recovery phase, 
reconnection voltage in 
cross-tail current sheet (that 
destroys open flux) exceeds 
that at the dayside 
magnetopause (which 
generates open flux) and so 
the open polar cap 
contracts.











































































The scan can often be limited by the 
properties of the radar!
Scan up – spin – and scan down
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 When interpreting your data, remember....
◦ The ISR technique contains ambiguities
 Range/Doppler ambiguity is inherent
 Noise is always present, giving uncertainty
 Be careful of over-interpreting your data

 At high latitudes, remember....
 Ionosphere can be highly structured in latitude and longitude
 Ionosphere can be dynamic, e.g. responding to changing solar 

wind conditions
 Looking anywhere but along B, you will convolve altitude-

dependence with latitude/longitude dependence
 Some tricks are available to test which might be which
 Even looking field-aligned, the time series data can conditioned 

by latitude/longitude variation (features moving across the 
radar)



 Good experiment design is critical
◦ A well-designed experiment really aids understanding
◦ Think about characteristic times, scale sizes of events 

and the measurements needed to characterise them.
◦ A badly-designed experiment can produce seriously 

misleading conclusions (or none)

 Context is all important....
◦ Remember that what you see is limited by your 

experiment
◦ ISR is a very powerful technique, but not an oracle!
◦ Using multiple radars or other diagnostics is key to 

determining what might be going on



 “Let the data speak!....”

 “...but don’t torture it....”

 “If your torture your data enough, it will 
confess to anything...”















The scan can often be limited by the 
properties of the radar!
Scan down – turn – and scan up




